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Christmas Concert with a Twist:
Choir Plans Renaissance Remake

Guy Giordano
plishments . On Wednesday,
As the Christmas season December 13, the TJU choir
approaches, . it soon will be and Stouffer's ·join together
time once again for the in presenting A Renaissance
Annual Thomas Jefferson Evening. On 'that night, JefUniversity Choir Christm as ferson Alumni Hall cafeteria
Concert. Since its beginni ng will be transformed into an
in f970, the ch9ir has been Engl is h pub in the . sevenbringing musical entertain- teenth century. Guests wi II
rne.at
the Jefferson om- be treatea to
m unity. The choir has per- ro ast beef, roast quail with
formed major works of such wild ..:rice stuffing, braised
as Bach , Mozart, Handel and carrots and apples, escarole
Vivaldi, as well as spirituals, and bacon, and tarts and
contemporary music, and torte for dessert al I accomeven music written by a panied by plenty of wine_and
ale . ·
member of the choir.
·
Decked out in their finest
This year, in addit ion to
reconstituted
the Christmas concert at authentic
McClellan Hall on December R~naissance costumes, the
8, the talented choir mem- choir members will provide
bers are adding yet another an evenings worth of enterto their long list of accom- tainment . The well-known

madrigal singers will be per- ·
forming; not just that, but
the
multi -talented
choir
members will also be dar.cing authentic English contra
dances and playing the songs
of Old England on guitars,
violins, and flutes . Finally
there will be strolling
. '

an effort to re-create for an Thirty
three
Jefferson
evening the bawdy, con- students were recently
genial atmosphere of an age elected
to
Who's Who
that may be gone but it not · Among Students in American
forgotten .
Universities · and Colleges.
Everyone is encouraged to The students were elected by
join the ·chdir as they . sing, eligibility based both on acaplay, dance, eat and drink in demic criteria and on perthe spirit of the English sonal contributions to their
Renaissance . Tickets
are college
environment.
$7 . 50 and can be purchased Studnet council represenfrom the Commons or any tatives
.selected
th e
nominees . Those receiving
choir members.
the honor are John J. Woog,
Thaddeus S. Nowinski,
Charles
M.
Holdsworth,
Joseph G. Sodroski, Joseph
C . Grover , John C. Wain, Jr.,
U. S. Department of Health, sessions , with the first Rae A . Joselson, Randy R.
Education and Welfare, session scheduled to begin Westgate, John E. · Widger ,
family
practitioners
will January 1, 1979. Two physi- William J. Polacheck, John
receive "on the job training" cians will be trained during C. Collingwood, Don'na- M.
in Jefferson's department of. each session .
Pfaff, Stephen A. Geraci ,
"Our goal is to increase the
family medicine . _
James I. Heals, Jerome L.
The program-one of 23 number of physicians who Korinchak,
Margaret 'G.
funded by the Federal ·are interested in pursuing a Murphy,
Matthew
V.
government-will run for ft.ill-time teaching career in DeCq.ro, Jane - M . Mooney,
Continued on Page 8
five consecutive six-month

FAMILY PHYSICIANS FUNDED
Philadelphia, Pa.

Alpha . Omega
Alpha, announced . They ~ are Terry
national
hon·or
medical B. Bachow, Bermard S:
society, inducted . eighteen . Burke, Philip J. Dzwonczyk ,
Jefferson students into its Mary A. Facciolo, Allen J.
membership on November Gilson, Creston C. Herold ,
30, 1978 . Members of the Jr. , Kevan C. Herold, Natalie
class of 1979, they had been C. Klein , James B. Lam,
elected to receive the dis- William B. Laskin , Michael
ti ngu ished honor last spring. ' E. Mahla,
MiChael J.
The newly inducted mem- McGlaughlin, Patricia M .
bers are Richard S. Blum- McGuire, William B. Reeves,
berg, Deborra K . Childress, Lois M . Sastic, Michael B.
Peter J. Christ, Alan R. Erick- Vin~ent, and ·Dennis R.
son, Michael L. Graybeal, Witmer. ·
As stated in the society's
Micheal J. Guar ino, Kevin R.
Harris (President), Glenn D. constitution, "Alpha Omega
is
organized
for
Horowitz, Dale E. Johnston , Alpha
Steven Levenberg, Micheal educational purposes excluX. Repka (Vice President), sively . .. and its aims shall be
Mark H. Snyder, Vikki A. the promotion of scholarship
Stefans , Victor J. Thomas, and rese.a rch in . medical
Katherine
M.
Wagner, schools, the encouragement
Joseph A . Walsh, Thomas M. of a high standard of
Williams , and Jeffrey A . character and conduct
Wilt.
among medical students and
At the fall meeting of graduates, and the recogAOA, seventeen members of nition of high attainment in
the class of 1979 who were medical science, practice,
elected this fall were also and re lated fields."

(November, 1978)- Whatever happened to the "kindly
family doctor" Americans
relied on for medical care a
generation ago?
Until recently, the number
of specialists such as cardiologists and surgeons soared
as the number of family
practitioners steadily decreased . However,·that trend
has turned aroundand more
·and more students 'a re
choosing family pr(!ctice
by Ed Silverman
careers . As a result, a new
Saturday, November 4,
short age
· has
been 1978 while travelling on a
cr eated-a shortage of small road south of the Atlas
family medicine teachers in Mountains heading toward
the nation's medical schools. Casablanca, Morocco, Dr .
In direct response to the Jay R. Shea Jr. , of the Thomneed for more educators in . as Jefferson University Anafam ily medicine, Thomas tomy Department, and Mrs .
has Christina Shea were h'u rt in
Jefferson
University
launched a fac ulty dev elop- - an automobile accident . _Dr.
ment pr.ogram to recruit and Shea received a c9mpression
train family physicians to fracture t<? the body of verteteach family medicine i~a T10 and Mrs. Shea sus- .
medical
colleges
and tained a broken cl av icle. As
develop training residency · of November 22, no signs of
programs
for
residents neurological . damage are
throughout the country .
eviden.t but Dr. Shea is not
Fu nded by a' $300,000, . being moved from his bed in
three-year , grant from the the Casablanca Hospital. The

Casablanca Collision
attending physician to Dr.
Sh ea is Dr . La ab i of
Morocco.
Letters and Caros should
be addressed to '.
Dr . J.R.M . Shea
Clinique Ar-Razi
Boulevard Abdelmoumer
Casab Ian ca ·
Morocco , North Africa
(air-mail)
Dr . John son urges that letters
be sent airmail and that the
stream of letters be strong
and continuous until we can
welcome our respected
instructor, friend, and colleague, Dr . J.R. Shea home
at Jefferson.

Christine M . Kuhnle, Thomas
P.
Lehman,
Charles
J.
Dunton, Charles J. Lamb,
Martin J. Carney, Barbara G. ·
Frieman, David R. Castfriend, - Elizabeth
A.
McGuire, James P. Paskert ,
Susan B. Packer, James W .
Lockard, Tyrie l. Jenkins,
Michael J. Crimes, Mario
Capparuccini, and Margaret
M . Flana.gan.

Editor's note:
As you will be sure to
notice; the ARIEL has quite
impressive sports
an
coverage in this issue, the
best in quite a While, and it
can be attributed to our
outstanding new sports
editor, that JOCK-OF-ALLTRADES Eli Saleeby. Be
sure to tell him what a fantastic job he ·is doing. We
welcome him to the staff.

. Ariel
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every detail , answered every
que~~ion, and showed me
how to start an IV . During a
"cabeza" (brain operation)
which lasted nine hours, the
anesthesiologist
frankly
became bored . There · are
only so many times you can
check blood pressure, -pupil
response, and reflex · responses. Pilar decided to let
me cannulate a vein of the
patient's foot for practice .
She explained once more
how to start superficially to,
one side of the vein, locate
it, . and then to pierce the
vessel wall. Simple.
"?Que pasa?" queried the
concerned neurosurgeon as
he fixed .his gaze on me as I
.... attempted to cannulate the
~ vein. "Nada, nada · ocurre,"
~ Pilar responded matter-of£ factly as .·she removed the
~ rubbe~ constriction band
-~ from the patient's leg and the
~ needle from my hand.
Although the operating
theater . was air-conditioned,
I sweated a lot those first
days .

KESTER SHOOTS UP .JN SPAIN
by Rob Kester
During the first year of
medical school, between
marathons of study for
exams, ideas -of " what-to-doth is-summer" occurred to
me . After eliminating the
Outward Bound program,

tuna fishing off Alaska, doing
research, driv i"ng across
country I living at the beach,
and learning · to fly an air- ·
plane, I_ decided on a compromise: ·an anesthesiology
preceptorship i.n Spain,
organized by Dr . Jay Jacoby,

· CENTRAL UNIFORMS
1137 Chestnut- Street

A g;eat place

·right on on campus .-

for
• Medical Jackets • ·
,• · Scrub App~rel
•
• B~ndage Scissors •
• Medical Footwear
All at a discount to

Lab Coats
llnifortns
Stetho.scopes

students

~DELCREST9
Medical Products
and Service Co. ·

.

. CENTER CITY BRANCH

Physicians Equipment · and Supplies
. Distributors f9r Welch -Allyn, Tycos, Burdick, etc.

:.\ , .] ' ·~ ':~~=

•' . f

-,l, :

' '-=l-~

Medicare Rental and Sales

· ·Everything for the patient: hospital beds
wheelchairs etc.
We bill medicare for you when eligible

1109 Walnut St., Phlla., Pa. 19107
Phone· · 923-1791
"On the· Jefferson· Campus"

cha_irman of the Anesthesiol_ogy Department, Jefferson
Medical College . The · qeci-·
sion to go was not an easy
-one, but once made, I withdrew the Public Health
Scholarship money saved
during the year, and bought
a round-trip TWA ticket to
Madrid .
Travelling to· Spain is like
day-dreaming, except that
it's real. This romantic land
conjures images of Don Qui jote,
flamenco
danci-ng,
bullfights, and · shy, browneyed maids walking through
small streets lined by whitewashed houses . Spaln is a
land of powerful contrasts,
of busy cities next to sieeping
pueblos .
After a trip to Pamplona to
see the running of the bulls
{Festival of San Fermin), I reported to the Hospital
Clinico de San Carlos, a 1400
bed institution affiliated with
the Facultad de Medic ina of
the Universidad de Madrid,
one of two medical schools
there . Each freshman class
contains .nearly two thousand students, almost half
women; through the course
of the next six years this
number will be reduced to
perhaps three hundred.
The director of the anesthesiology service, Prof. Elio
and his . assistant , · Dr .
Naveira, were very eager to
have me learn anesthesiology . I would be permitted to
assist in any operatio,n . Un fortunately, no room . or
board could be given me,' so
I found a room ·in the downtown part of Madrid (Puerta
del Sol) . From there I took
the 12 cent subway to the
hospital. After 25 minutes of
daily travel, I would change
into the scrub . suit labeled
"Dr . . Robert Kester," greet
the staff, ~nd then begin observing.
Learning a part of medicine
in another tongue is a very
humbling experience. · Although I was academically

prepared to understand what
was occurring, the ubiquitous language barrier prevented rapid association of
learned physiological facts
with the -practical aspects of
anesthesiology . For me, it
was extremely difficult . to
translate what I had learn·e d
in English into Spanish.
However, the doctors and
especially the residents were
patient with me. Through
perserverance and constant
repetition, I "relearned" the
basic facts of pulmonary
physiology,
of
parasympat h etic
vs.
sympat h etic .
systems, while at the same
time 1 learned a little about
drugs. Having "been there"
myself, I can more · fully
understand · and appreciate
the plight of foreign-speaking doctors in this country .
During the first day of my
five-week stay at Hospital
'Clinico, Jose, a second year
resident, showed me how to
be vigilant over the pseudosleeping patient, to watch for
respiratory movements, signs
of pain sensation, and to
· check the depth of the anesthetic state ., I was ·placed in
charge of monitoring blood
pressure and pu'lse .

Little by little, I became
accustomed ·to the workings
of the 0.R. I found that
answers
to
questions
directed to the doctors were
easier to understand, · and
that I was learning Spanish as
well as medicine .
·
Presentacion , a staff anesthesiologist,
showed
the
most interest in having me
learn . She let me start nearly
all IV's, and she allowed me,
at first under guidance, to intubate. There's a knack to
intubation; you must ·first
find the epiglottis, then
follow it to the pharynx until
you find ' the vocal cords,
which are "above" the
esophagus . At first , I inserted
the tube _in the esophagus, a
common beginner's error.
With
practice,
naturally' '
locating the vocal cords and
placing the tube became
easier·
One day towards the ~nd
of my stay, Presen {as she
was callea) explained that
the patient being . operated
was to be anesthetized for
only one-half hour, and
would only be given succinyl
choline, a depolarizing
muscle relax~nt of short dur:atiqn. Frequent reinjections
are needed, . and the time is
determined by watching the
patient. If he moves, shoot
before you see the whites of
his eyes .

"Keep an eye on things , I' ll
Presen was in charge that
be right back, " Jose said. morning, the regular chief
Fine, I thought, until the having a day off . She shut. patient began to move his tied back . and forth. from
fingers · and attempt to room to room . I was .l eft ·in
breath . What do you say to .charge of the ·pat ient , afte·r
the Catedratico (chief of being shown the _doses of
surgical ' staff) when his succinyl choline needed in
patient , being operated on case anything happened.
for" cancer of the penis , There I sat: blood pressure,
jumps off the table? To avoid , pulse, reflexes, · pupil ressuch an encounter, I quickly ponses , gas flow, skin temwalked towards the door perature ,, nail bed perfusion .
where Jose disappeared All of a sudden the patient
moments before, only to find heaved and seemed to groan .
him returning .~Wnat a relief! "Un momento por favor " I
A milliliter of muscle relax- informed the 'surgeon , ~ho
ant and one of an analgesic seemed glad to take a
quieted down the patient; moment's rest . The patient,
and me, too .
now fighting the automatic
. Pilar, a third year resident ventilation machine, w_as
·helped me become · accli- . quieted after an injection of
mated more than anyone succinyl choline.
else. She patiently explained
?El verano(Era bueno .
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Philly's First Toe-to-Hand·
Transfer-Performed at Jeff
by George Coar
The first toe-to -hand
transfer in Philadelphia was
performed. by Dr .· Mark
Nissenbaum on October 13,
at Jefferson Hospital.
The case was a 21 year old
machinist, James Hornung,
who suffered a severe crush
injury to his dominant hand .
He possessed two movable
fingers, but no opposable
thumb . Various reconstruction techniques were contemplated, but none would
have proven feasible. It was
decided by Dr. N issenbaum
that the_most applicable surgery involved a toe:.to-hand
transfer uti Ii zing the big toe
of the right foot. What ensued was a twelve hour
operation using the microsurgical technique first performed by a Dr . Corbett in
Great Britain in 1968.
"1J
Assisted by Drs . Kathlene [
White and William Mark- ~ 
mann, Dr. Nissenbaum, uti-;
lizing a Zeis microscope (6 - ~
30x magnification) .with foot~.
controls to allow bimanual ~
manipulations, proceeded to
connect the b~ood vessels
and nerves.
Two arteries of between
1 .5 and 2 mm in diameter
and two large veins were
sutured to provide an · adequate circulation to the new
"thumb". To provide sensory
and motor control, the sensory branch of the radial
nerve in the arm was grafted

to the d~ep peroneal nerve of

·

1

On Your Way Back From the ltalianMarket

Dr. Nissenbaum and his repair job.

The suture used for this
procedure is of approximately 15-20 microns in
diameter making it small
enough to be passed through
a human hair .
The greatest difficulty in
the toe-to-hand transfer involves the joint. A thumb
basically requires a great

deal of f lexion while a toe

the displaced toe in addition possesses little range in
to the grafting of two volar flexion, but is able to be exdigital nerves . These, three tended or dorsiflexed . On the
the · toe possesses
nerves averaged 1 mm in di- foot,
ameter. In operations such-as approximately 60 degrees of
these, there is usually a 60 - motion, but it requires a
80% return in sensory inner- much greater .range of movation
and similar per- tion to be fonctiona l on the
cenfage for motor innerva- hand. To make the correction. With mixed nerves tion, an osteotomy is perthere is usually less return formed at an angle. For this
because of the difficulty in operation, Dr. Nissenbaum
matching sensory and motor - transferred not only the
fibers.
proximal
and
distal

phalanges, but ·also the intact metatarsal joint. This
permitted the changing of
the arch of motion to a
flex ion plane. Splinting was
required for a three week
period.
Within five weeks after the
operation, the patient was
successfully able to cook a

Stop In and Get Your

New York Style Cheesecake

Chocolate Chip

Amaretto Almond

_......,....1u_,ua1.._,-......-i;Ji.......;.•~•~

m~kY-~~~~~M~~;:...~,4J~Q['8Jlfaiil. .&1'81Mia&!t.-~..........

·There have been between
50 and 75 toe-to-hand transfers in medical history. The
first one being performed on
a child in 1898 was construeted as a flap such that the
patient's hand was grafted to
his foot so that blood vessels
and nerves from the hand
would supply the toe.
To this point, 80% of the
operations ha~e been s.uccessful.
Dr. Nissenbaum is a 1969
graduate of the Penn State Jefferson Medical Co llege
program. He interned at Cook
County Hospital in Chicago.
FoJlowing his orthopedic
Line referrals .
· Planned Parenthooa has r ~side n c y at Pen n , D.r.
various departments: educa- Nissenbaum had a fellowship _
tion,
counseling,
public in Hand and Micro Surgery at
affairs, contraception, and the University of Louisville,
Kentucky. After an enlistmedical services .
Under 'medical services, ment in the Navy, Dr .
the organization offers phy- N issenbaum has been at the
sical examinations, cancer Hand Clinic on South Te.nth
screening, and blood pres- Street for the past two years .
sure testing, along with According to Dr . . Nissenvasectomies and abortions. baum, "Hand surgery is the
Planned Parenthood has its greatest surgical specialty we
own staff of physicians, have right now. It combines
several of which are or have 9-11 the various subspecialties ·
been aff ii iated with Jefferson of neurosurgery, vascular
surgery, orthopedic surgery,
Hospital.
and
plastic surgery".
The public affairs department is concerned with
lobbying to keep laws concerning
family planning,
abortion, and sex education
y ·
in schools as liberal as possible.
The education department
works to train ·people, in cluding health professionals,
to become comfortable with
their own sexua'lity, and thus
be able to communicate this
knowledge to others.
564-0550

Super rich, Super creamy - 2 lbs.,

$4.2 5
·Your Bake Co.
1011 · S. 11th St.

Planned ·Parenthood.
by George Coar
A teenage girl , a junior in
high school, comes to see
you as a health professional
with a problem . She has
been
having
intercourse
sporadically for a number of
months with her boyfriend.
Yerterday she ·discovered
that · her girl friend, in a
similar situation, has become pregnant. Scared and
confused, she needs help.
This is a just a typical situation at the Planned Parenthood Organization located
at 1220 Sansom Street in
Center City.
But this is not the only
occasion for utilizing the
center. Over 14,000 res idents
visited
Planned
Parenthood last year. Over
50%_of thesepatrons visited
the center city clinic, with
the remainder receiving services from · the ' outlying
branches in a three county
area.
Most of these patrons
either come from just off the
street or from Choice Hot

Center City
Havertown

- Bryn Mawr
Ardmore

·@REDl<EN"

We're right on the Jefferson
campus . . . in the Barringer building.

.Primarily Cuts &.. Color

Mende.lsohn- Lubeck & C·o.
Professional Insurance Service To
The Entire Jefferson Community

George H. lu·beck, C.l.U.

Continued on Page

to

,
Suite 1921
3 Penn Center Pla~a
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Entertainment Reviews

Magic, Rab_bits and Vincent Price
by Richard Yelovich
Joseph E. Levine and
Richard Attenborough , who
collaborated on last year 's
war epic "A Bridge Too Far,"
are together again as produce(-d irector in a bizarre
psycho-thri lier,
" Magic ."
Based on a novel by William
Goldman and using his
sc reenpl ay , it involves a
struggl ing
comedian ··mag ic i an w ho d eve lo pe s a
ve nt r iloquist routi ne
but
slowly succumbs to th e
psyche he projects to the
du m my .
A nthon y Hopki ns t urns in
a bug-eyed pe rforma nce as
Corky, the down and out
entertainer who creates Fats,
an Alfred E. Newman lookalike that voices the alter ego
of his manipulator. On the
brink of stardom, he retreats
to a Catskill Mountain cabin
own ed by ex-high schoo l
crus h A nn Margaret. He pursues her love and is con vinced of t heir bond by performing a psychic card trick
t hat Kres k in does ' rout inely
wit hout so m uc h persp ira- '
ti on . Upon the arrival of his

agent, the versatile Burgess .
Meredith , and her husband ,
who is not as dumb -as he
looks,
Corky's obsession
spills over into irrevocable
action .
Corky ' s descent
into
schizophrenia is gauged by _
his increasing dependence
on the evil feedback he
di rec ts to him self through
Fats . He exhi bits a type of
Fre udi an struggle until th e
do minati ng sphere of consciousnes shifts and his personification assumes complete control. It is an interestin g con cept, one we have
doubtless seen befo re on t he
Late Late Show or v intage
"Twi light Zone. " W hereas
Rod Serling would delight in
portraying the supernatural,
Attenborough doesn't strai n
credibil ity. Instead he initi ates an exploratioh into the
psycholog ical
possibilities
bu t fina ll y settles for reliable .
Hollywood murder to proVide f he intrigue . The dialogue is q uick, as often un nervin g as it is humorous ,
and t he endin g prov ides a
satisfying twist .

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

·'

"" "' JI. " JI. ~
Converse ly, Martin Rosen
has directed a quiet little
animated film about, well,
rabbits. Based on Richard
Adams ' bestseller , "Watersh ip Down" is an ep ic struggle for survival in a merciless
world . After a poorly conceiv ed introduction on the
Origin of th e Rabb it , w e are
drawn into a t ranqu il war ren
(rab bi t v i llage) along the
Eng l is h c oun t rys id e wh ere a
clarivoyant rab bi t named
Fiver foresees a terrible event
ruining their homes (An 'epitome of modern society , the
shoppi ng mal l, is to be con struct ed t here .) . Fa ilin g to
co nvi nce the Chief Rabb it of
their imminent peril, Fiver's
brother Hazel and a tough
veteran of the sec u ri t y force,
Bigwig, gatber those willing
to leav.e and st eal away t hat
night .
The ir journ ey is inspiring
as they gamely avoid the
danger im posed by foxes,
automobil es , hun ters, . an d
ul t im ately the mo st serio us
challenge: General Woundwor t, t he f ierce battle
scarred dictator of Efrafa, a
fascist warren . The result of
their trials are the fruits of
virtue and an added dimension to . each character.
Hazel's poised assurance and
clear thinking make him a
natural leader ; Bigwig ' s
strength and courage prove
immeasurable
in
battle;
Fiver's unbending will and
confidence in his v ision
override his natural timidity.
An unlikely hero is Kehyar, a
wacky wounded seagull who
they nurse back to health
and enlist in their cause . The
late Zero Mostel's vocal
interpretation provides just
the right touch of humor in
the midst of calamity .

The cru x of the story t ran slates well into film . There is
no burdensome pro selytizing
or silly metaphysic s to
detract from the simpl e
wonder of these creatures
and their determination to
survive without restriction .
Naturally , the mov ie cannot
afford the richness in detai l
or the " storyte ller" d ev ice
Adams employs to create a
cu ltu re in his novel. Small
matter , for th is p ictu re offers
enough reward as it is .

labor in pri son . Upon his
release he fl ed to Fran ce,
destitute , broken in health ,
and b itter , but with hi s redoubtable spirit still intact .
At the time of this mythical
lee tu re
he was suffering
from a se vere middle ear in fection ac qu ired in prison
and drank absi nthe liberally ,
the combinatio n t hat ki l ls
h im w ith in mo nt hs .

Mr . Price adds the ideal
amount of se nsitivity and
pathos to hi s character,
never w ri nging our emotions
to excess. What w e see is an
W hat d oes a 67-year o ld
extrem ely gifted man to
whom no human institution
Broadway performer, motion
picture star , television guest, was sacred and no moral law
applicable. He not only
author and lecturer do for an
encore? If you are V incent admitted to serving the flesh ,
Price you portray Oscar he reveled in it . He didn 't
Wilde in · an enjoyable one c ross the line between lies
man p lay entitled " Diver- and truth because for him
existed
shifting
sio ns an d Del ights ." Written there
by John G ay and d irected by margins . His vanity was
Joseph Hardy, t he · nat iona- hilari ous ("I can t hink o f no ·
all y touring produ ct ion takes other man whom I wou ld
place in 1899, a short t ime , rather like to know than
before hi s death. The setting myself.") and his wickedness
is an imaginary lect ure W il de delightfu l (" Give me life's
gives in Par is whil e in exi le lu xur ies and I can dispense
w ith the necess ities. " )
from England .
The
entire
monologue
Wilde was a brill iant
novelist and playwright sparkles with the Wilde wit
whose effete mannerisms and Mr . Price's delivery exeand eccentricities offended cutes an airy liveliness that
Victorian
England ,· even - can incorporate humor and
tually precipita t ing his grief within a single nuance .
By the end of the perfordemise. Probably best known
today for " The Picture of mance one may not like
Dorian Gray ," "Lady Winder- Oscar Wilde but his genius
mere's Fan, " and " The Im- can easily be appreciated .
The show was brought to
portance o f Be ing Earnest,"
his works were fueled on Philadelphia by the All-Star
sharp wit, clever paradox, Forum, a non-profit local
and moral allegory. At the organization under the dipinnacle of success , he rection of Moe Septee. They
launched a celebrated and . are dedicated to serving the
notorious libel su it against areas cultur~I needs by spon the Marquis of Q ueen sbury sori ng top of the line enterwhich raged through the tainment . Their integrity and
English courts and was finally Mr. Price's class were resd is mi ssed . However, certain ponsible for adding a second
evi den ce b rought aga inst sh ow due to ticket demand
W ilde exposed h is ho mo- even th oug h .th e evening
sexual affair with young Lord perform ance was not a sel lA lfred Douglas an d as a out. Co ntac t Mark Rubi n fo r
abo ut future
conseq ue nce -.. he was sen- inform ation
tenced to two years hard production s.

Solis - Cohen Dies

Cheapest
6 - Pack
On Cam pus

THE MOST FOR THE-LEAST
ON TAP.·
When the library closes, get a few doses, with
the best sandwiches & spareribs in Center City! ! I

S. W. Corner of 11th and Locust

The people of th is Un iversity honor the memory of
Dav id
Hays Solis-Cohen, ,
Esq u ire, wh o died October
11, 1978 at th e age of 91.
Mr . Sol is-Cohen w as one
of the most distinguished
and devoted t rustees in th e
history of the University,
hav ing been elect ed for life
in 1951. Du r ing much of the
period of hi s servi ce , he was
chairman of t he Committee
fQr Ex pansion and Devel o pment, and the p rogram for
expansion of th e Jefferson .
campus was initi ated during
hi s tenure . .
A desce ndant and fin ally
t he patriarch of a colonial
pre-revolutionary family , Mr .
Solis-Cohen was a Philadelphian by birth and a Jeffersonian by inheritance and
adoption . His father , Or.
Solomon Solis-Cohen was a
distinguished p"hysician,
teacher of medicine, poet,
scholar, civic leader, and
graduate of the Jefferson
Medical College , Class of
1883 . His uncle , Dr . Jacob

Solis-Cohen, was Jefferson 's
first professor of laryngology.
M r . Sol is-Co hen was a
grad uate of th e Will iam Pe nn
Charter School , attended the
Wharton School of the University o f Pen nsylvania, an d
obtained a Bachelor of Laws
degree also from the Un iversi t y of Pennsylvania .
Althou gh he spent his life
in t he private pract ice of law,
his interests and activities
tra nsce nded the boundar ies
of his vocation .
Hi s deep inter ests in
educ ation and t he fine arts
w ere indicated by membersh ip in the Alumni Soc iet ies
of the William Pen n Charter
School and the University of
Pennsylvania, the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, the
PhiJadelphia Museum of Art,
and the Friends of the Free
Library of Philadelphia .
In addition to professional, ·civic, and philanthropic activities, he always
had a profound interest in
Judaism. He served as Presi-

Continued on Page 9
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Jefferson ·Hit With Disco Epidemic
floors of diners, eventually
reaching the disco neatly
tucked away in , its third
story .

by Brad Feldstein
In the wake of the fi Im
"Saturday Night Fever," the
urge to disco is being felt
across the nation in epidemic
proportions, and Philadelphia and the surrounding
areas, it seems, have been hit
with their immune defenses
down.

The atmosphere seems to
take on that of a private
party, perhaps oweing to the
rather modest dimensions of
the dance floor - approximately three times the size of
an Orlowitz living room .
There is no need to feel intimidated ·here, even for the
· beginner . Dress ranges from
jeans to "moderately flashy ."

Many observers will ask:
"Why is disco so popular?",
'or "Why do people approach
disco with such intensity?"
Certainly, philosophers of
the 1980's will look to the
'60's to explain the disco
craze of the '70's . The answers, however are perhaps
more fundamental. Above
all , disco is FUN! Dancers
take rride in the fact that
they can master certain
steps, putting them together
.in smoothly flowing combinations. Like any sport,
pract ice
means improve- ment, and disco-ites strive to
excel.

dancers-usually with little is the interior, don_e entirely
success . A good rule of in shades of Mediterranean
thumb to follow : when the blue. The second noticeable
glasses start flying across the thing about Valentino's is the
dance floor, it's time to over-abundance of John Traleave.
volta clones ; they, too, seem
For the more adventure- to flock here. Dress at Valensome, Valentino's of Cherry tino's ranges from "flashy" to ·
Hill (Route 70) is worth the "bizarre," which are equaHy
trip. A short jaunt across the suitable adjectives to des. Benjamin Franklin Bridge cribe the dancing. (lncidengets you there in about 15 tally, this is the home of the
minutes . . The cover charg~ dance known as the "Touch .
on Friday and Saturday Freak.")
_
evenings is $5 per couple .
Some people will admitThe better dancers of the tedly be .turned off by the
area seem to flock to Valen- atmosphere . As one observer
tino's, and it remains to be put it, "Everyone acts so
seen whether the newly fashionable, and so together,
opened Emerald City · (for- and so aloof - it's all such a ·
merly the Latin Casino) will tremendous put-on! " If you
lure away any of Valentino's - enjoy disco and appreciate
disco fanatics .
the latest in disco music
The first thing which however, chances are that
strikes ou about Valentino's
ou'll en ·o Valentino's .

London's has no cover
charge, which perhaps explaLns .why it is generally
packed on Friday and Satur·day_evenings. Try to ar.rive as
early in the evening as
possible; the cro\:"V'd picks up
as the evening progresses ,
and enough
room for
lii dancing · becomes wishful
~ thinking . Like many places
~ without a cover charge,
~ London's relies heavily on its
~- proceeds from the bar. Near
~ midnight, when the room
Even Jefferson, it seems,
quadruples its lawful capahas succumbed to the recent
DISCO DUCK
city, people armed with
disco epidemic, as evidenced by the popularity of South . 12th St. is worth in- drinks from the bar can be
disco TG's and the Com- vestigating. From 10 in the seen strategically inching
mons' disco instruction. For · evening . until 2 in the their way across the dance
people
parade floor, hoping to avoid the el- .
the disco initiate, London's morning,
of
UnSUSR.eC:ting
Restaurant & Bar at 114 through London's first two bows

~~~~~~~~~a~1m~~~~~

Live Jazz Featured At Le Bistro
If you are at all like most
of us full time students here .
at Jefferson , you probably
don't go out on the town very
often. Th is inabi I ity to "hot
foot around town:' is usually
due to lack of time, lack of
bucks, or lack of information
as to where to go
As you can probably
imagine, I can't give you
money, or more time, but I
am able to tell you aboutthe
hottest thing to hit the riverfront since the Moshulu ran
aground on Chestnut St. The
place I' m talking about is Le
Bistro, at 757 S. Front St .
Some of you may have
heard of th is place, or even
seen it, but in the past few
months it has really changed.
Last spring Le Bistro was a
quiet restaurant-bar with -1ive
jazz . It was small, intimate
and subdued; sort of like a
bio-chemistry
conference .
However, over the summer
the outside ·p atio was enclosed in glass and another
bar was added . Le Bistro can
now seat 175 people, so the
atmosphere is a little livelier .
One of the best things
about Le Bistro is that there
is live jazz 6 nights a week,
1

•

CHECKMATE
Chess fans, you have not
been forgotten. A chess
clock has been ordered and
should be here next week so
you can play speed chess or
just practice for tournaments. If anyone is interested in organizing a chess
club or chess ladder, or
wo.uld be interested- in
playing for Jefferson in
tournaments, please contact
Program Director, Brenda
Peterson, in the Commons
Office .

and there is never a cover
charge. On Tuesday and
Thursday , the Jack McCann
Quartet plays from 8:30 1:15, and on Wednesday and
weekends Ella Csircsu and
her trio perform during the
same hours . There is also live
music during Sunday Brunch
(from 1-4) and even during
the daily happy hour (5;
7:30) . The happy hour is a
particularly good value for
the student budget since the
drinks are cheap and there
are plenty of good munchies
· for free .
Whether you go there to
eat or drink, you'll 'feel right
at home with the good tunes
and good company at Le
Bistro .
·
,

......................... ........... .
"

Cathy Closes
Continued from Page 7
mittees. To Dr. Goepp, for
always coming to the Student Council meetings and
being willing to help or
advise . To Dr. Kellow and
Dr. Bluemle for their willingness to listen to what students .have to say. And, most
of all, to Dr. Mackowiak, who has been a friend as well
as an adviser, for his pre. sence at al I of the Student
Council meetings .and ·his
genuine interest in the wellbeing of the students of JMC .
Although there has been
less "noblesse" and more
"oblige" than I anticipated, it
has been a fun year, and
being Student Council President has been a real "le arning experience. " I thank you, ·
-the students of JMC, for
giving me this opportunity,
arid hope that I have been
able to _give something in
return .

wrappers
.
.

inc.

N. W .. c·orner J2th & pine, phila., pa.
discount _
clothing emporium
for men and women
jeans, shirts, sweaters
and accessories

-

811.1.'S DEN

-

Barber and Unisex Hair Stylist

1025 Chestnut St.
Jefferson· BUii t
Friendly, talented service and a discount with Jefferson ID's

By Appointment ·
MA7--8 923

Monday thru Saturday
.SAM to SPM

P· l MORIARTY'S
1i16 Walnut St.
::

Quality Gourmet Burgers
an·d
meal size salads

DRAF·T BEER
-W ide· selection of
.domestic
and .importeO beers
ope·n 11am-to 2 am
.
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Council Prexie Bids Adieu
Letter To The Editor

by Cathy Hayward
and administration on Stu- cussed with Dr . Kellow and
As
Student
Council dent Council business. The Dr. Bluemle, and is currently
President, one must attempt Council, and consequently being debated by the Senior
to be an active · representa- its President, are also res- Officers of the University .
Dear Editor,
look up the word, he would
tive for the student body and ponsible for the appointment
The issue of change in JefI hope that some of the agree to define it _at the end
a medical student at the of student representatives to ferson's fourth year tracks
members of the curriculum of the -lecture if he had time.
same time. Since both are taculty committees, the pr~- from six week to four week
committee who wonder why
Here we· have an example
full-time jobs, life can get sentation of the Honor Code blocks was again discussed
class attendance is steadily of a student who pays a lot of
hectic.
to incoming classes, and the this year. While it was voted
declining read this letter, for money to receive an educaMy initial ·impression was Orientation Program for new down last school year, there
it may offer s.o me insight into tion, (go look up how much
·that the President ran the freshman . Fortunately, the appears to be some increased
the problem. Admittedly, I if you don't know already, I
attempting
to other Student Council offi- support, and the issue is
meetings,
will cite only one incident. have other things to say) .
maintain some sort of a,rder, cers, and also students on again under discussion and
tfowever, it may indicate Here is a student who proband carried on correspon- .faculty committees, share should come to a vote in the
why some students choose to ably believed the orientation
dence which the Secretary the . workload, or the task not-too-distant future. This
become " a number;" "to join talks where she was told that
typed (I was Secretary last would be formidable.
change would allow Jefferthe elusive Group C;" am:J the faculty would always be
year-and I thought anyWhat has Council been son seniors to be more synfail to " strive to improve the happy to entertain questions .
thing had to be better than
doing this year? One of the chronized with other schools
human quality of their stay at Not only did the lecturer
a.ll that typing!) So, somemajor issues has been the (and the NIH) when taking
)efferson ."
spend more time refusing to
how, I was elected . Arid I change
in election pro- blocks away from Jeff, as
·on October 24, Dr. ariswer the-:question than he
quickly found out that many cedure for Student Council most seem to operate on four
Gordon Schwartz gave a cor- would haye in simply giving
of my impressions of the job officers . Previously, they week blocks .
· '
relation lecture to the sopho- . the requested information ,
were not completely acwere elected by the voting
The problem of getting the
more class on Breast Pat h- but he seemed to belittle an
members of the Student Dean's _ Letters out early
curate. The largest part of my
ology . During the lectu_re, interested student by implytime acting as a student Council (the class repre- . enough to permit seniors to
Dr . Schwartz projected a ing she was lazy in front of
voice has been at meetings sentatives and one I FC repre- interview during the vacation
slide with a number of terms her peers.
other than Student Counci I sentative) .· Now, however, time prior to senior year has
listed . Well, one of' the
As I indicated earlier, this
meetings . - For
example , all medical students will be - been considered . (Many hosstudents had the absolute was one incident , and
during the past year , as the given the opportunity to vote pitals require a complete
gall to ask the lecturer for a perhaps I am blowing it out
President of - the Student for the-officers.
application ,
including
a
definition of _one of . the of proportion by even writing
Council , I attended monthly
This past year, there was Dean's Letter, before they
terms . Dr. Schwartz res - · this letter . 1· also agree with '
meetings of the Hospital Stustrong feeling among the will grant an interview.) A
ponded by telling the student Dr . Rosenfeld for the most
dent
Affairs
Committee ,
medical students that Gradu- ten t ative so lution which was
to look it up in a dictionary . · part in that I attend the
ation
Exe rcises be held agreed upon is to allow the
occasional Curriculum ComWhen another student asked majority
of
lectures .
mittee and Student Affairs ., separately from the remain- , Dean's Letters to be senl out
if he was kidding, Dr. Sch- . However, I never could fault
Committee meetings, and
der of the Univer sity to maxi-· using rank and grades up to
wartz replied that he was anyone in 'the elusive group
meetings of the committee ,
mize the number of seats and including the third blocknot. When · then asked why C, because after all , it's hard
chaired by Dean Kellow ,
available for friends and of the Junior/ year .· It is often
he would not answer the to get insulted by the Note
which wrote the Self-Study
relatives to attend . A petition the delay in obtaining fourth ··.
question ,
the
lecturer . Service .
report for the LCME accredito this effect was circulated, block grades which contric I aimed he had other
and was signed ,by 85% of butes to the problem .
John Radomski · tation team visit . In addition,
material to cover , but that if
there were multiple meetings
the medical student body .
We have also attempted to
Class
of
1981,
JMC
the student was too lazy to
with _ individuals in faculty
The matter has been disContinued on Page 7

Alternatives In · Medical Edlication:
Erslev-ADynamic System; ·Behrendt-Radical Change
by Steve Levine
In an attempt to examine
different viewpoints of medical . education, The Ariel
interviewed two Jefferson
professors, Ors . Allan Erslev
· and
Thomas
Behrendt,
whose alternative educational philosophies should
prove to be very interesting
to all concerned .
Dr. Erslev, Cardeza Profes. sor of Medicine and chief of
the Division of Hematology,
is not satisfied with any
specific,
static,
system,
saying that after five or six
years with a certain curriculum, "suddenly you realize
. its becoming· quite sterile ."
With his European education, Dr . Erslev's training
setup was quite. d ifferent
from the present Jefferson
system . After one year of
college and three and onehalf years of "anatomy" -mostly taught . by privately
paid tutors--al I candid ates
for further medical education at the University of Copenh<l,gen joined Dr . Erslev in
taking an oral, basic science,
comprehensive exam . The
"tremendou-s mortality rate"
inherent in that examination
pr.ocess may have been, in
part, due to its "terrifving
nerve-wracking nature."
(Certainly sou·nds worse than
the National Boards, Part 1.)
This was foilowed--if one
ppssed--by a three year cl inical stint " oriented towards
hospitat exposure, not much
toyvards lectures ." His post-

On the subject of examinsees some very radical curri- plish, and that this is the job
cul um changes as necessary of the teacher . "The ·concepations, Dr. Erslev sees them
as serving important funcfor more effective teaching : tual interplays .involved must
tions for both teacher and
"I think that the business of be stressed. Whenever lecstudent. Exams ·help the
this school is to teach tures become just recitals of
faculty identify bright and
medicine, not biochemistry data, then I th·ink that you
problem students, and aid or opthalmology , per se, should not go to those
them in discriminating the except as they contribute to lectures."
capabilities of those s'tudents
the production of a medical
Of course, these drastic
who fall between. Of course,
doctor." He thinks that the curriculum changes co_u ld be
exams are an enormous
ideal curriculum should be accomplished only i,f faculty
motivational force for stugeared towards the student's attitudes underwent changes
knowledge of what he will of a similar magnitude. Dr .
dents, tending to force
review of material, which is
see on a day-by-day basis in Behrendt sees no motivation
important to "put it all tothe clinic . Dr . Behrendt feels for such faculty change other
that we would be much than pressure from students .
gether and make it meaningful."
better off if we "had a course "The student knows that he is
. When asked his opinion of 'of studies which starts off as here to learn medicine, and
students who stay at home · a clinical course, set up by he must be sure that his
and study in.stead of attendclinicians~ with . the basic teachers know his true
ing lectures,
Dr.
Erslev' sciences taught, ideally, in feelings."
complete integration with
replied that he did the same
Dr . Behrendt also feels
as a student . He feels that
the cli.nical material."
that some changes are ·
" we
should have fewer
Dr. Behrendt says that this necessary in the examinlectures, but have lect1,..ires
integration of knowledge is ation-promotions system. He
which deal with concepts . . the hardest thing to accom- says that " examination
.make things come alive and
should be a continuous proexcite the students . When
ce5s . If you only know inforteaching clinical . medicine,
mation for 'Monday morwe are dealing with the
ning, ' why know it at all? This
present s-ystem also puts an
. patient and his response to a
disease' process ." Rather than
enormous amount of unneclisting fact after fact about a
essary stress on the student. "
disease, the clinicians try to
As an alternative, Dr . Behuse the patient as a link; -"the
rendt suggests unscheduled
ai management of the patient's
~intermittent
exams. Of
·~course the level of testing
problems in his environmer,it
~and socio-economic setting
must be very much lower,
0
- and
special
preparations .
~help to mal<:e it all become a
·>><o>><)i:\ 15 Gestalt."
; must be . made for the Na0 tional 'H oards, but Dr. Beh~ . Dr: Behrendt, Professor of
rendt feels that the most im >""''':,,\/'"'""':., &. Opthalmology ~nd Clinical
Associate Professor of Family
portant, basic po \nts of
medical knowledge wou Id be
Medicine, is one of Jefferlearned and remembered far
son's most controversial and
l)r. Thomas Behrendt
well respected educators . He
Continued on Page 7

graduate work included time ·
spent
at
Sloan-Kettering
Memorial Hospital, Yale and
Harvard before he joined the
Jefferson faculty in 1959.
At the present, Dr. Erslev
feels that medical education
is "very good--he is amazed
what students will learn in
four years." - The . biggest
problem he sees is the admissions procedure, "which
seems to be very capricious ."
Again,
Dr.Erslev believes
that the system must always
be changing saying that "you
cannot have a permanent ·
· solution to a problem which
is insoluble ." He also feels
that grade . inflation has become "recommendation inflation .-Every 'student is 'very
good' or 'excellent'. If someone says 'This is an average
student,' I know that he must
be terrible ."
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WHY TEACH FROSH BIOCHEM?
by Dr. Arthur Allen
Amorig th e basi c sciences
taught at medi cal sc hool , the
most fundamental is biochemistry . Its fundamental
nature gives biochemistry
much of its appeal, but also
creates a source of difficulty .
The appeal of biochemistry
lies in· its ability to bring us
down to the molecular level
and give us a view of casual
relationships at once so clear
and satisfying. The difficulty
I refer to often arises when
we attempt to . extrapolate
from the- molecular events of
biochemistry to the physiological ·behavior of the whole
animal: This difficulty can
also be a source of frustration to the freshman medical
student who can find port io ns o f b ioc hemi stry abst ract and seemingly unre. lated to the pract ical problem s of med ici ne. Most of
biochem istry, however , can
be put into meanin gf ul perspective for the med ical student, and almost all students
come t o recogni ze thi s_ by
th e tim e th ey are seniors.
The tr ick is t o help th e firstyear m edi cal student recognize the relevance of biochemistry before he or she .
loses interest in the subject .
As an example of " putting
biochemistry into meaningful perspective," consider

the chemical reactions involved in maintaining the
blood sugar level (the reactions of glycogenolysis and
gluconeogenesis). · In teaching this topic, one can go
beyond
the
chemical
reactions themselves and
discuss why blood sugar
homeostasis is ,essential (a
matter of physiology), followed by a brief discussion
of some of the causes and
consequences of ~ypo and
hyperglycemia (a matter of
patholbgy) . The whole area
can then be concluded with'
clinical · presentations
by
guest lectur ~r s on the subjects of hypoglycemia and

diabetes mellitus . This is, in and facts . In, medical school chemistry to graduate stufact, SOf)lewhat similar to the . teaching, one has the un - dents and those in the Colway in which this topk is usual opportunity of being lege of Al I ied Health
currently presented iri fresh- able to draw meaningful re- Sciences .
Such
teaching
man biochemistry at Jeffer- lationships among so many poses a different set of probson . We are making the different areas of basic and lems that I will not discuss
simple assumption here that clinical science . It is, in a except to point outthat most
relating a set of biochemical sense, a teacher's paradise .
graduate students take their
reactions td the broader asAt Jefferson we have been first course in biochemistry ..
pects of pbysiology . and very fortunate in that fresh- along with the freshman
pathology, even when done man biochemistry (as the ~ medical students in "Cell and
very briefly, can greatly major part of " Cell and Tissue Biology" , where they
stimulate medical student Tissue Biology" with Dr . Ber- represent about S-10% of the
interest and facilitate learn- nard Schepartz as coordin- Class .
They . occasionally
ing . I might remind you that ator) has been fairly well re- complain that the medical
one of the basic ways in ceived, in part, no doubt, orientation of the course
which a teacher facilitates because the course is con- slights the needs of the
learning in any subject is by sidered germane to the needs .graduate student. Although
drawing frequent · relation- of the medical student. Each their' complaint is somewhat
ships among v~rious ideas year about a dozen clinicians justified , it might be well to
are invited to participate in recognize that many gradu. our course and present what . ate students will eventually
we refer to as clinical cor- take academic pos.itions"that
relation lectures , emphasiz- w ill require the teaching of
ing . the close relationship medical st udents. It would ,
between biochemi stry and t herefore, seem sensible that
many areas of medi c ine . In they t ake a certain number of
addition , nearly . all of the medi cally-o r'i en ted courses
biochem istry faculty sub- d uring
the ir
period _of
scr ibe to the view tnat graduate tr aining.~ special ~ ffort should be
Althou'gh , as I have said ,
~ made t o orient the tea chin g " Ce.I I and Ti ssue Biology" is a
ti of biochemistry toward the fairly suc cessful · course at .
~ interests of the medi cal stu- Jefferson , improvement is
~ dent.
certainly possible and we
~
Although I've been dis- welcome youf suggestions. I
cussing relevance in . the might only add , speaking
teaching of medical stu- directly to all students , that
dents, the faculty is, ob- it was a pleasure to have
viously , just as concerned taught you and I wish all of
about the teaching of bio- you much success .

.
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Hayword Hangs It Up
Continued from Page 6
Or maybe determ ination is a
· become involved on many better word . The job requires
levels in issues that effect time and effort, often when
medical students-particu- your time and energy are at a
larly by attendance of Stu- minimum
(after
three
dent Council representatives months on Surgery at Mlseri:at
Philadelphia
County cordia ,
" non-existent"
is
Medical Society meetings, more accurate than " miniand . by sending representa- m um") .
2)
Diplotives to national conventions macy- " Tact" as Emily Post
of the AAMC and AMSA. The might say (am I starting to
Student Council budget is in sound like a thesauru's?) The
its second year in its present Student Council President
forni, and appears to be must many times accept perworking well. Our books sonal
for
respons·ibility
were reviewed by an accoun- conveying
the
Council's
tant (who is also a JMC stu- ideas, which not infrequently
dent) earlier this year , and al I_ are met with some degree of
was found to be in order.
opposition . This is no job for
Another goal for this year the fiery-tempered or imwas to have more active patient . (being of a surgical
participation
by
student inclination, I must admit to
representatives to · faculty some difficulty with - this
committees on both council one). 3) Stability-Which
. and their committees . Also, goes back to my initial statewe have been working for a ment about Council and med
stronger student voice in the school both being full-time
Promotions Committee (the jobs . There just isn 't time for
Committee will vote on this ~cademic or emotional prob issue in early December.)
lems . At any rate, I wish my
I mentioned the election successor the very best of
change earlier, and while I'm luck .
being given an opportunity
In closing I'd like to get in
to voice my thoughts , I'd-like a few words of thanks : To the
to make a few comments other officers, Betsy , Jamie,
about it .
Marty, for their help and
First of all , I hope· the stuhard work . To the class reps,
dent bo9y of the medical
who have patiently (well,
college will take this election
most of the time) been part
seriously , and ·. attempt to
of three hour marathon Stu speak with the candi dates, or
dent Council meetings . To
their class representatives, to
the student reps to faculty
find out something about the
committees, especially Patty
potential officers . The ad:
McGuire, Marianne ·Ritchie
vantage to electing a Presiand Steve Gadomsky of the
dent who is concerned and
s·t udent Affairs Committee;
willing to work is that she or
Kathy -Dougherty, Admishe does have some input, a
sions Committee; and Ken
chance to change things that
Certa, who has volunteer.ed
need changing. It is my .
for and worked on multiple
feeling that a Student Coun ~
standing and ad hoc comcil President, or any officer,
Continued on Page 5
should have : 1) Dedi cation .
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Commons Calendar

•

.

DEC. 6, WED .

1 pm, Univ ersity Hour, Harmonica Halfnotes
,. . - jazz to classi cs,' Soc ial;
Loung~. · ·

DEC. 7, THURS.

5:45 pm, Diploma Nursing Basketball, Helene Ful~L.

~

~

.-

8:00 pm, - Andre Watts, Piano, Academy - $2 .SO available in the Com-:
mons· Offi ce, M-63 , Jeff Hall.
_
~
DEC. 8, 9 FRI. SAT 8 pm, Commo-ns Feature Fi Im, " Shampoo,'.' Sol is Cohen'.

;

DEC. 1i , MON .

8 pm , Robert Merrill, Star' B~ritone from the Met, Academy of Music~
$8 .00 Family Circle Seats for $3.50 in the Commons Office, M -63 .

DEC. 12, TUES.

8 pm, A Rennai ssance Christmas by the Waverly Consort, Univ. :
Museum, 3~rd and Spr~ce, $2 .00 in the Commons Office, M-63 .
8 pr:n-12 am, Christmas Coffeehouse, Cafeteria .

DEC. 13, WED .

11 am-2 pm, Christmas Dinner, Cafeteria.
1 pm, University' Hour, Dr . Jerome Zurek, Assistant Professor of English;
at Cabrini College - "Guide to Modern Drama," Rm . 139 .
· :.

\.

--

4:30 pm, Commons Board , M-21 .
8:05 pm, 76'ers vs. Kansas City a·n d the )eff Nurses, Spectrum, lower:
level, L 19-1, $7 .00 tickets for $4 . SO in Commons Office, M-63
~

DEC 14, THURS : ' S:4S pm , Diploma Nursing Basketball, Presbyterian .
DEC. 1S, FRI .

8 pm-12 am; T .G . Party , Cafeteria. Guest passes may be obtained from:
the Receptionist , Jeff Hall. Guest passes and l.D .'s required . You must;
pick up your guest passes before 4:00 pm, Friday.
~

DEC. 20, WED.

1 pm, University Hour, T.J. U . CHOIR , Solis Cohen .

~

DEC. 24, SUN .

S pm, Recreation Area clos es for Christmas Holiday .

DEC. 26, TUES .

10 am , Recreation Area opens follow i ng Chr.istmas close .

...

DEC. 29, FRI.

JAN. 3, WED.

..
· 8:30 am , Co-Curricular Course Registration begins, Information Desk,~
Jeff Hall.

JAN . 5, 6 .FRI. SAT .8 pm , Common s Feature Film, "You Light Up My Life ," Solis Cohen .
JAN . 8, ·MON.

~ : 00 pm ; Diploma Nursing Basketball , A bington .

JAN . 9, TUES .

8 pm , C?ffeehouse Concert

JAN . 10,·WED.

1 pm, University Hour, Dr . Samuel Kotz ._ Professor of Mathematic s:
Temple University :. " Mathematics in Games of Chance," Room 139 .
~
4:30 pm, Com'mons Board, M-21 .

•

JAN. 11 , THURS . 8 pm, Joan Sutherland, Soprano, Academy , $3.00. Tickets available in; ,
Commons Office, M-63 .
JAN 12, FRI .

8 pm, Comedy Film, "Coconuts ," Marx Brothers .

JAN . 1S, MON .-

Winter Term Co-Curricular Courses Begins .

...............................·-·........................... ............................................................
_

~,.
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. Hiller Gives Insight to Water Sight
Step I in order to know what 3-4 cups) place large globs of and the lens is in a coronal the goggles .
by woe Hiller ·
b) Mix the epoxy _and
the cl9sed plane. A 'p lug about 1 cm
Clear vision underwater is ratio of water/powder and vaseline on
now
be catalyst (I use a bit more
temperature eyelids followed by the foil high · shou Id
essential to good, comfor- about what
table
swimming. , Indoor water will give about a ten eye cover_~, and the foi I face- fashioned from clay to fit the catalyst/resin than recomouter surface of the lens over mended on the cans, say half
pools typically exhibit a dis- minute set up : It also piece .
d) At the time of applica- the outline. of the inner plug, again as much) and pour it
tribution of pH which is bi- wouldn't be a bad idea to mix
modal about '2' and '11', up a little epoxy and catalyst . tion the plaster should be· to keep the epoxy off of the into the mold in a VERY well
ventilated place . Make sure
necessitating goggles for if you are unfamiliar with this about as viscous as cookie outer lens .
batter. There is a very short
b) The outer clay mold that the bridge of the nose is
anyo'ne planning to swim . medium.
The general plan is as fol- interval (a couple of min- sllould now be fashioned on covered by at least 1/2 cm of
face down in the water . H is
therefore distressing to dis- lows: take a mold from your utes) between . thickening the positive., in the shape you resin, hopefully more . Watch ,
cover that your face is not face (a negative), then take a and setting of plaster. The want for the goggles . ·The to see that the resin is not
the shape for which the com- mold from this mold (a posi- victim should lie down on his positive should be placed leaking from the mold until it
mercial
goggles
are tive, identical to the appro- back on newspaper and cup , level, face up. The mold has gelled .
designed, or to realize that priate part of your face), his hands on either side-of his yvalls should be vertical, Step V: When the. resin has
putting goggles i.n front of then use this positive to head to help hold the plaster should be uniformly at least cured for at least a day,
e'yes as poor as yours would make a mold for the goggles . in place. The first bit should 1 cm higher than the bridge separate the mold and gogbe casting pearls · before . Step I: a) mold a length -of be gently pressed onto the · of the nose, and should have gles. Remove the clay mold,
tinfoil over your face of suf- face to eliminate ai.r pockets, everywhere a good seal to scoup the clay from the eye
swine.
There is a simple and ficient size to ·reach above the remainder plopped on the plaster. At an apP.ropriate spaces. You will now need a
inexpensive solution to the the forehead, past the ears with especial care to ensure moment take about 3 cm of drill with a grinding disc (15
preceding problems . Make on either side, ana to the that the bridge of the nose is coathanger· wire, crimp back to 40 grit) or a grinder. Grind
your own prescription gog- lower Ii p on the bottom. covered by at least 2-3 cm . of · one . end, and put · the the fiberglas away to the
gles! You will need plaster of Outline, then cut out of the plaster, with an equivalent crimped end on the inside of shape desired . Take off any
Paris , tinfoil, a pound or so foil the area which is to be amount at the edges . This the mold space on either side rough e...dges from the part of
of kids' modeling clay, some molded . This area should ex- accom,plished, the victim of the head to make attach- the goggles in contact with
Vaseline jelly, less than half tend to the eyebrows above, should feel the plaster warm ment points for the head - the face . Get some thin neoa square foot of fiberglass four or five ·cm lateralfy past up, and stiffen, during which strap , When all of this is preme and glue pieces
cloth , not more .than a quart the corners of the eyes, and time he should not move a accomplished, you are ready · smoothly to the inside of the
goggles · (Contact or rubberof epoxy resin , some old . almost to the tip .of the nose muscle . (About 10 minutes .) to pour the resin.
tempered or plastiC lenses, a inferiorly . This foil will serve When the plaster has har- Step IV: Shred fiberglas into cement works). Cut off the
wire coat hanger, patience to protect your hair, etc . dened .enough that it is get- about 6-10 cm. lengths of a excess from the outer .and
from the plaster.
ting resistant to chipping by few strands each . Put this inner perimeter with a razorand an assistant.
b) Cut out pieces of foi I to a fingernail, it is time to into the mold so that there is blade or exacto knife .
The procedure is actually
some
everywhere,
but
Bend and cut off the wire
very easy, so much so that fit the outline of your closed " remove the mold .
e) The vi.ctim should now enough space · left to easily attachments to fit your strap.
after I had the idea, the first eyes,
.
c) Vaseline that part of · hold the mold against his pour resin. Put large amounts Fin is! Any questions may be
attempt was• a complete
sucess . The only tricky step . your face to be plastered, face with his hands, sit up, over the bridge of the nos·e, . addressed to me c/ o the
involves the plaster of Paris - plus some. One should be and ·1ean forward, all · the as th is is the weak point of ArieL
remember. that the reaction I iberal but not so extravagant while supporting the mold
is exothermic, which is to say as to change the contour of against his face . Then, very
that the cooler the water the face. Especially large gently he should release the
added, the faster the set up. amounts are recommended pressure and allow the mold
Continued from Page 1
given problem.
It is wise to mix up a couple for th~ eyebrows . When the to peel free into his hands. family medicine and to
For example, the Univerof batches of plaster before plaster is ready to go (about Gentle pulling is occa- increase competence in sity of Delaware's College of
sionally required. If the vase- those areas related to faculty Education is responsible for
line and foil have been prop- res ponsi bil ity- including the
curriculum involving
erly applied this should be a teaching, counseling, ad- such areas as behavior ana\ycinch, although it seomtimes ministration, research and sis, curricu\um deve\opment,
involves the sacrifice of a clinical work," says Dr . Paul methods of instruction and
few hairs.
C. Brucker, chairman of Jef- counseling .
Step II: After allowing the ferson's department of family
In the department of
mold to harden for a couple medicine and co-director of family .medicine, the p~ysi
of hours, the inside should the program .
cians will receive formal and
be vaselined, again with care
"We · expect that upon practical. experience in the
avoid
changing
the. completion of the six-month role of a family medicine
OPEN MON- SAT
DELIVERY 4 -10PM to
contour . Support the mold program, the· physicians will educator with such activities
11 :00 AM - 10:00 PM
922-6905
face down on a surface and be able to assume res- as - working with patients,
use some clay to build a rim · ponsible faculty positions if! students and residents in Jef~---------------------------~
around it to hold the plaster family medicine departments . -ferson's
busy
outpatient
I
for the positive mold. Mix in various medical schools or family practice unit in the
I
and pour the plaster into this community hospitals," says new
I
University
hospital.
I.
mold. When the positive is · Dr. Brucker .
920 WALNUT STREET • PH ILADELPHIA, PA 19107
They wi II also learn to deal
I
firm but not completely
wlth the administrative side
t
(215 ) 9 25-833 1
Why has_the need for more of
medical
education
hard, chip off the overflow
I
from
around
the
edges
which
family
medicine
educators
through
the
department
of
I
PHYSICIANS' SUPPLIES -• D IAG NOSTICS
might prevent the molds grown tremendously? "In family medicine .
• LABORATORY
• OFFICE DESIGNS
"Through these experi-from separating . Allow · this 1969, there were only seven
family
medicine
residency
ences,
the physicians will
to
set
for
quite
a
while,
cast
• DECORAT ING SERVICE • DI SPOSABLES
learn to assume the many
overnight is best . Then programs in the U.S.," Dr.
• FU RNI T URE
• CONSTRUCTION
gently separate the molds. A Brucker says . · "Today there roles of a good teacher," says
firm,
constant
pressure are 350. This, represents an Dr . Brucker . These roles, he
;., FI N ANCING
• EQU IPMENT REPAIRS
to
have
the
best ef- increase of · 4 , 900 percent. says, include being a teacher
seems
•SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS!!
More training programs for of students, residents and
fect.
residents in family medicine t)ther health professionals,
Step Ill: The positive mold have
been started in the last patients, families and com.should now be vaselined.
, The point now is to build the nine years than for any other munities ; administrator ;
r
counsellor of medical stuactual mold out of clay for specialty ."
I
Jefferson's
faculty
develdents
and residents; and rethe
goggles
on
the
positive
.
I
I 11..~ ..'L..Jl'-....__,I,,
It is important to get a good opment program will involve searcher . .
"Traditionally,"
explains
I -·----...seal between clay and mold · its family medicine departso that the epoxy doesn't ment and office of medical Dr . Brucker,. " teachers in
education-and the Univer- medical schools don't have
leak away before setting up .
backgrounds
in
a) Make the plugs for the sity of Delaware's depart- formal
eye spaces . These plugs are ment of educational devel- education. They are hired
the shape of the outline of opment in · the College of because they are outstanding
• COMPLETE HOME HEALTH . CARE • •
the eye, and are most easily Education-in a 'problem physicians . And, if the physito cian is to be a-good teacher,
made by pressing clay onto solving' , approach
• COMMODES
•· OXYGEN
the mold and using a knife to education. The kind of he or she must teach not only
cut out the appropriate problem the physician might students- but patients-and
• WALKERS
• l.P.P.B.
shape. The lens will go on be faced with could be teach them well. Because
• OXYGENATOR
• T .E.N.S.
top of the plug and should fit "setting up a family medicine family medicine emphasizes
• BEDS
• ORTHOPEDIC
continuously on the clay sur- department in a medical continuous , comprehensive
APPLIANCES
• WHEEL CHAIRS
explains
Dr . ca re within the famil y social
face, with some of the lens school,"
Brucker
.
The
resources
of
all unit, educators must provide
TRACT
ION
•
edge
protruding
all
of
the
• WHIRLPOOL
way around . The lens should three divisions have been effective role models for stu(A ll A ss ig n ments Accep ted ) be placed so that the optical . combined to help each dents ·. in patient-physician
center is in the right place, · physician in solving the communication.
~-----------·--·--------------------

More or Family Medicine

Luna's Sandvvich & Pizza

-·

steaks, hoagies,.'fried chicken,
' shrimp and·f/ounder

255 S. ·10th St.

Around the corner from Jeff Hall

MOBILE MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.
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UP THE dovvn
ESCALATOR

by John P. Welch
scope cases wi 11 cease to be
,,..,,
After nearly ten years of heard in Jeff Hall. More
incontinuous and less than
importantly , the aged and
flawless operation, the
infirmed will be spared those
Jefferson
Alumni
Hall hideous falls precipitated by
escalators have died and the escalators starting and
forced hundreds of stude nts stopping without notice .
When asked to expound
and faculty alike to actually
walk up and down step s. Due on the escalators contr ito the seriousness of this bution to higher education at
matter,
the maintenance Jefferson, Rivets was quick to
department has turned to a point out t he severe-limi a malfunctioning
combined team of specialists tations
from Sears , Gimbels and escalator imparts on a school
almost went
Wanamakers to conduct the " Hahneman
postmortem on the steps . broke when their escalators
br.oke down ."
Head ing the team are dr iveshaft speciali st Snap A. Gear
" Wh y wa s t hat?" I asked in
and sheet metal surgeo n a slight ly incredu lous to ne.
Poppa Rivets, both of less
"Well , the whole m ain. than world renown. Despite tenance department was o n
the fact that crews have been the top floor whe n they
working around the clock - broke down . And since they
(at the Barn?) - for the past had long before forgotten
six weeks , no primary patho- how to walk down steps,
logy has yet been identified they were stuck there for five ~
fo r the early demise of these weeks while we worked on 'ii
wet I-healed steps. However, t he escalators . It was the ~
C/l
unconfi rmed speculation has overti me t hat nearly sunk -g
cen tered t he last few days on Hahneman ."
g:
the possibility that the steps
"Do you foresee any such
suffered
from
premature c alamaties at Jeff?" I asked .
aging (Stepgeria) due to
"No,
no,
you
have
continuous exposure to elevators here at Jeff. The
sophmoriti s.
. maintenance men can ride
Specialists Snap A Gear and Poppa Rivets attempt resurrection of escalator . ·
When
asked
about them . But I do think the
reported signs of life in the entering class will be pretty cipation of my answer . "No!, explaing his theory to a .. Th is professor finally said:
escalators-one on the third small here next year. Nearly I said, totally oblivious to the balding professor j n a double " Department Store? We got
breasted blue suit who just enough departments, how
floor was seen moving as ever Wednesday afternoon I tac he was taking .
"That's it'! Don't you see?" kept smiling and showing his about a good old fashioned
recently as last night - Rivets hear the interviewies saying
replied: "It's only a tonic they'd rather go a Podiatry At this point Rivets threw his pearl white teeth at Rivets . Five and Dime instead?"
reflex, they're dead alright. school than be forced to risk sheet metal cutters down and
We'l I rip that one apart next their
microscopes
riding started racing up the dismantled steps . When he got
week and see what's wrong these escalators .
- with it."
I even heard that half the to the Mezzanine he started
Rivets went on to say that freshman class is trying to yelling : " Men's wear, there,
after the escalators have transfer to Philadelphia by the couches, hardware
been completely gutted and Osteopathic School - they over there, bedroom furrejuvinated that it is con- have brand new escalators niture down this hall." Rivets
/
bounded up the next flight of
ceivable that life might there . .
screaming:
"Toys,
return to these recalcitrant
Recognizing genius when I steps
steps . However, Rivets was saw it, I asked Rivets one bedding , rugs over there.
Boutique • Cleaners • Tailor
quick to add that life for the - more question : "What do Don't you see? Just turn this
Combining
Professional Dry Cleaning with
esca lators wi II be devoid of you think can be done to building i-nto a department
a Men's and Women's Boutique - Featuring
all the perverse pleasures insure that the escalators run store and these babies will
they · once enjoyed : NO perfectly for the next fifty run 'till hell freezes over! "
SASSON - SANTA CRUZ - FOX RUN I left Rivets on the fourth
LONGER will the escalators years? "
FRENCH ACCENT
lurch to a halt when laden
"That's easy! Now answer floor at this point . He was
with f irst year medical . me this question, have you
students aspiring to reach ever been in a department
their histology labs on the store with escalators that
fifth floor, and the sickening didn't work?" Rivets eyes
sound of splintering micro- started to glaze over in anti-

g

Solis - Cohen
Continued from Page 4
dent of Congregation Mikveh
Israel, Governor and Treasurer of Dropsie College for
Hebrew
and
Cognate
Learning , Trustee of Gratz
College
and
Hebrew
Education Society , and Tresurer of the American
Council for Judaism and

member of its Executive
Committee.
Mr .
Solis-Cohen
was
awarded the honorary degree
of Doctor of Laws by The Jefferson Medical College on
June 11,1965 . The Sol isCohen Auditorium is named
in honor of Jacob, Solomon
and David Hays .

Behrendt - Radical Change
Continued from Page 6
better . Th is system also
creates stresses, but Dr. Behrendt sees these as being very
similar to ~those a physician
must face in his professional
career .
As to the promotions
process , Dr. Behrendt feels
that the " I can 't flunk out"
attitude prevalent in medical
school effectively equates
admission to a school with
receipt of the M.D. degree .
He reminds us that admissions committees can make
mi~takes, and stresses that
the student must constantly
climb onward, and not rest

afte r complet ing the admi t tedly arduous process o f
gaining admission .
As you can see, Drs . Erslev
and Behrendt represent two
of the varied attitudes of our
faculty
towards
medical
education. I'm sure that
many other views are held by
different members of the
faculty (see Dr . Allen 's article in this issue). As always,
in an attempt to improve student-fac'ulty communication
and interaction, The Ariel
invites further comment,
from students as well as
faculty, concerning any of
these important issues .

YOU BET
YOUB B,OOTS
GOT '1EM

and they're up to

25% OFF
SELECTED STYLES
size 4 Yi to 10

GOL_D ,B E,l\G
902 CHESTNUT ST.
:A.5-9393 PHILADELPHIA
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More On Planned Parenthood

Continued f~om page 3

A pilot program has been
funded by the government
to be completed by July,
1979, dealing with natural
family
planning .
This
method of birth control con~
sists of teaching a woman to
read her "body signs" and to
interpret these · with regard
to her fertility at cer~ain
times .
Depending pn whether or
not she desires to conceive,
· she decides whether to
participate or to abstain
from sexual intercourse .
The following signs and
symptoms of ovulation include:
·
(1) -Dervical mucous becomes
egg white and
stretchy;
(2) Temperature
initially
drops and then rises in the
pelvis;
(3) The uterus pulls up in

the abdomen and the cervical opening enlarges;
(4) 25% of women have a
mittelschmerz pain associated with ovulation.
This method is santioned
by - the Roman Catholic
Church .
Agencies
which
have offered this form of
birth control in the past
have not been very successful because they have offered it as the sole method .
This method requires serious
commitment and cooperation between the couple.
Overlapping with the education department is the
co.unseli ng
department
which instructs its patrons
with regards ,to medical procedures, relationship problems, pregnancy, and the ·
various forms of birth control. Many teenagers think
that oral contraceptives are
the only method, but pills

over a f ive-y_ear span can
have severe side effects
upon- a woman's body, and
teenage girls are probably
planning long-term contraception .
Other methods with high
effectiveness include con.dom and foam, diaphragms ,
and intrauterine devkes, but
the only' 100% effective
method of birth control is
abstinanc ~

The
counsiling service
also sponsors teen rap sessions in addition to individual counseling sessions .
There are three sources of
funding for Planned Parenthood : (1) government, (2)
patient revenues, ~nd (3)
private fund raising .
Sometimes a particularly
difficult problem arises . One
such situation is where a
mother brings in her adolesce'n t daughter assuming that

~IEL
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teenage sexuality is very
prevalent and that her
daughter will be ·involved,
and she wants her daughter
protected .
Often
the
daughter does not even have
an inclination towards sex,
and the problem requires
couns~ling not merely for
the daughter, but for the
mother.

A telephone visit
is cheaper than you·think!
::::

c5
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ALLENTOWN, PA
BOSTON. MA
CHICAGO, IL
HARRISBURG. PA
INDIANA, PA
PHILADELPHIA, PA
PITTSl,)URGH, PA
SCRANTON. PA
. STATE COLLEGE, PA
WASHINGTON. DC
NEWARK, DE
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to anywhe re in c ont ine nt al U .S (Exce pt Alaska)-10 minutes b e tween 5 -11 p .m . Sun . through
Fri . w ill cost yo u n o more than $2 .57 plus ta x .

5 p.m .- 11 p.m, Sunday through Friday.

(does not include tax)

EVENINGS!

---------------·When you dial yourself, stat}on-tostation betwee n 5 p.m.-11 p.m. Sunday
through Friday, you can visit with_
someone 10 minutes anywhere in the
continental United States (except
Alaska) for no more than $2.57!*
Of course, if you're calling someone
closer to you, it costs even less.
Call home ... orcall a friend at another
college. Avisit by phone is cheaper
than you think.

*th is rate does not include tax and does not apply to calls
to Alaska or Hawaii or Lo operator assisted calls such as
credit card. collect. third number billed. person -to-pe rson
and coin phone calls.

Bell of Pennsylvania ·

ARIEL Clossifieds
If you have something to sell,
a personal message, a service to
offer or any type of an nouncement, ARIEL Classifields can
spread the word for you for a
reasonable fee . Rates are 10
cents a word. Submit check or
money order and advertising
copy to the ARIEL, Box J-5 1, Jeff
Alumni Hall. Watch for deadline
announcement for upcoming
late Ja nuary issue.

Why Shaffer
Plays Rugby
Continued from page 12
covered rugby . You see a
rugby match lasts 80 minutes
with a 5 minute break at half ·
time . There are no time outs,
no substituhons, no oxygen
tank on the sideline; just a
half time orange . This is not
to say that the talents mentioned above are not necessary, on the contrary they are
desired. But on the t\e\d 80
minutes of continuous p\a.y
becomes a great e>qualizer of
size and speed as exhaustion ·
'and fatigue set in . Now all
that is left is the inner spirit
that drives you when muscle
cramps begin to plague you .
And there is more to it than
that. After- the match the
loser is congratulated by the
victor with ·sincere respect
and esteeme . I don't see that
i~ any other sport. And later
you socialize with · your
opponent over a cold beer,
singing tantilizing ·Songs,
again functioning as a team
trying to outsing your opponent.
The
entire
day
becomes an event and the
winner becomes indistinguishable.
That is just a small part of
why I play rugby . I've met
people who will remain lifelong friends because of the
character that rugby brings
out of a committed player . It
is simply an honest unselfishness in their competitive
spirit . There are, of course,
other reasons for playing
rugby . If you are good
enough you could be chosen
to play for the national team
(or other· upper level team) .
We do have ,the means of
gettin·g players the opportunity to do this. In any case
. rugby is a sport that is more
than a collection of bruises
or victories or parties, it can
be a li festyle or just a great
way . of spending Saturday
afternoon .
·
If you have any inquiries
contact Joel Shaffer, 505
Barri nger 627-0393 or 321 Jeff
Hall ext . 7970 .

· Ariel
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Jefferson Jocks Need Jury
by James Weidman
It is an · autumn Saturday .
and two intramural football
teams line up to do battle.
The quarterback drops back
· to pass and is subjected to a
heavy rush . Just as he lets go
of the ball, he is tagged . The
ball spirals forward towards
the intended receiver who is
· suddenly bumped by the defender and falls. Two heat.ed
arguments ensue : was · t~e
quarterback down before he
passed and was his receiver
interfered with . ·
Two tea·ms are engaged in
a ·fierce intramural hockey .
game .· As the ball goes into
the corner, two opponents
bump and the sticks go high.
From · this moment on, the
game deteriorates ·into a
purely physi.cal game. There ·
were many games like this
during the season and In one
particular game injuries were
sustained . The result was the
cancel la ti on of the playoffs
and a temporary end to gym
hockey at Jefferson .
·
Intramural spftball season..;
Fairmount .Park, and beautiful spring weather, who
could ask for a more perfect
day _for the season 's opener.
The two teams arrive early to
loosen up and to their surprise all of the f ields have
been taken. There had been
a slight scheduling error that
no one kn ew abou t . The
County Youth Organization
had a permit for the same

time slot that Thomas Jeffer- and individual compet1t1on.
son University had . The re- The ru les, schedules, ' and
sult was that the two teams regulations will be made by
had to wait ·for a field to the committee and passed
along to the teams . at a
open up .
The above incidents need league meeting . If there are·
not occur again in the intra- any discrepancies or new
mural sports program at Tho- suggestions , the board will
m.as Jefferson University . The vote on them with a majority
rules and schedules for team rule needed to pass or ressports and individual com- cind a rule . The committee o
petitions are handled by the itself will be i:nade up of at · ~
Commons and a group of least two individuals from )>
captains that meet before the each . fraternity, allied health ~
t and regular
season starts. It is here that departmen _
the rules are discussed for independent teams if they
the new season . In these wish to be represented . ·
Ariel editors missing from paste-up found in Jonestown.
meetings some rules are emI n addition to team sports ,
phasized more than others .
individual sports such as
Ideas for actual play are
adopted but I ittle or no table· tennis , racquet ball ,
attention is . paid to the billiards , and fussball will be
court may join Squashcon for
Continued.from Paqe 12
physical aspects of the game . scheduled and officiated by
twenty dollars , which is half
Roughness, illegal hits and the board .
holstered by the first of the of wnat a normal student
arguments are usually undercost .
year . In add it ion , free membership would
With the interest shown by weights and · bars have been
played , if not totally forSo tennis fans will not feel
the students in intramurals at ordered and should be here slighted, the Ph i ladelphia
gotten . This leads to games
Jefferson , a committee will soon . The utility court has Area Tennis League would
that could get rough, as in
benefit both the athletes 'and be e n scheduled t o b.e- like Jefferson to enter several
hockey, in which no · penal the Commons depart ment . painted and lined and · the teams . Each team would
ties or reprimands are issued
to the individual that insti- .The arguments will hopefully janitorial staff says that ·the consist of si x players, mens
be less and the rules clearer, court was not intended to be and womens singles and
gates the act . . If the Intramural.Committee is formed,
so the game can be fn ore named the "Dust Bowl. "
doubles. A thirty dollar fee
it will not end all arguing or ' enjoyable . The Commons
As far as accessibility to would be charged per team
roughness but it will clarify
Department ·wi II then be free more courts, Jefferson has which would include free
the objectives and the penalto .f oncentrate efforts else- made an arrangement where cou rt t i me and a membership
ties for · violations in certain
where . The committee needs any student or faculty to Pier 30. If you are interteam sports .
your support as well as member interested in playing ested see Brenda Peterson in
The concept of a com- · participation , If you wish to squash pn a legitimate sized the Commons Office.
mittee was conceived by jo i n the committee, there is a /
Brenda Peterson. This com- sign up sheet at the issue
mittee will act as the govern - counter or .you c an con t a_
ct
ing board for all intramural Brenda
Peterson at
the
HOUSING
NURSES
team sports as well as dual Common 's Office .

Athletic Facitities

ARIEL Clossifieds

Roommate wanted immediately,
to occupy own bedroom, ce nter
c itv . $120/ month . Call 545- 3320

CAN.DIDATES ·EOR COUNCIL ..
Wlfn student council for purposes other than
·elections in the new future,
licensure . Jefferson req uires
THE ARIEL offered each a student .to ·pass the examincandidate running for an ation for promotion to· the
office space in the paper to Junior year. To examine such
present a brief statement. a complaint , a Student
Two of the candidates Council ~ommittee would be
responded to ARIEL's offer formed . Close cooperation
and their contributions fol- ,-with the Faculty and careful
low.
examination of the situation
by John D. Angstadt
Student Council possesses
within
its resources the
means to adequately and
successfully handle all student concerns . The . success
of Council's actions depends
upon organization, practical
solutions , follow-up , and
m·ost importantl y student
support . So lut ion s proposed
by St udent Counc il are more
l ikely to be ex'am i ned by a
Faculty comm ittee if they are
carefull y and t hought fu ny
con struc t ed and if they
expres s the majority stu dent
opi nio n .
Closer cooperation between Student Counc il and
t h e Fa c ulty committees
would also resu lt i n Council 's
more eff ective ly voicing st ude nt concerns . Having student -delegates· fo Fac u lty
com mittees take m o re act ive
ro l e s and
e ncouragi ng
Fac ulty members to attend
Cou nc i I meet ings are t wo
way s of reac hing t his goal.
A perennia l complaint
which Council has exami ned
in the past co ncerns . the
National Board Exam inations . The A AMC, which
superv ises t he e;x:ami nations ,
has exp ressed c o ncern about
t he use o f the exami nations

would
produce workable
solutions .
By
presenting
these solutions to a Faculty
committee along with questionnaires which demonstrate . student support,
Council . would maximize its
chances of reaching a solution
to. which everyone
agrees. Adequate follow-up
of Council's proposa ls is the
final step in seeking a
solu ti on . By closely cooperati ng w ith Faculty committees and eff ic iently usi ng
it s own resources , Stud ent
Co u nci l can most effe cti vel y
res pon d t o student concerns .
ti .·. •• • e •

• • • • • • • • • • • •
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by Elizabe th McGuire
Medical stude nts generally
are not ho lders · of radical
views . (If th ey were th ey
probably woul d n't be here!) I
fee l that Jefferson students
m ai n co ncern at th is t im e is
get t ing an ed ucati o n . This
tas k takes up t he m ajor ity of
people's tim e and ener'gy . It
seem s that many students are
r: wt acti ve in trying to shape
their education . I think the
reason fo r t his is that many
students either don't th ink
anything can be changed 'or
they don 't know where to
start .
Perhaps the b iggest chal lenge for St udent Council is
t o act as a v o ice for stude nt s

Medox has part-time , temp. orary pos itions for the following catagoeiries of personnel :
-Registered N u-rse -L icensed Practical Nurses
-Nurse Aides
-Homemakers
Because licensed personnel
who work part-time for Medox
are eligible for a tuition
refund , we are the ideal
employer for registered nurses
working toward an advanced
degree or for practical nurses
working toward the registered
nurse status .
For more information, please
call or visit :

ANNOUNCEMENTS
so that problems and sugEveryone urged - to subm it any
gestions can be presented to
ori ginal composition of prose ,
the powers that be . And
poetry, photograph y or art (or
more importantly, that these
questi o ns) to Box 357 for spring
ideas be followed up until
publication
in the AEROS:
Jefferon 's Literary M agazine .
the students are satisfied that
Deadline 2/ l / 79
they have been heard . I feel
that Student Council is the
Phi Alpha Sigma welcomes all to
best vehicle for students to
the Dec ." 1sth "·Post TC " Mideffect changes in the educanight - 313 S. Tenth! All non-IFC
males - $2 .00
~
tional process at Jefferson .
MEDOX
I think that Student
. Intramural Floor Hockey League
2000
Market St.,
Council has addressed itself
now forming . Si gn- up sheet on
909
Suite
to this area in the past.
bulletin board n ear Jeff Hall
i
ss
ue
co
unter
.
Deadli
n
e
Phila., Pa. 19103
However, it should make
12 / 11/ 78
An
Equa l
Opportunity
more of an effort to get input
Employer - M /F.
~
\. ~
from individual students.
This is an important priority
for nie . It could easily be
done via a questionnaire of ·
student expectati on s, et c. , of .
Student Coun ci I.
,
_.,__
A not her important po int is
'
PHI LADELPH IA, P A. 19103
t hat Council shou ld m ore ·
(215) 5 4 5 - 16~0 / 5 46 -4575
v igorous ly pursu e ideas prese nted to it. W heels o f ·
ch an ge m ove slowly at Jef fe rson , bu t a litt le perFor the Medical Student:
sistance is t he key to seeing
that stud ent ideas are not
Signature Loans, Premium financing, Counseling on future
buried and forgotten i n som e
financial planning and Insurance.
~
·
comm itt ee . Th is should .be
anot her high priority for the
President of Student Counc i l
-.for the Intern or Resident:
and .certainl y o ne with in the
realni of possib il ity .

~~ . . _.-;i-.:J--:-::1-[-S-.~-E-U.-. ~- o_-/1__16-:-~-LO-~-:-s~-~,-;-ti-~-~

I MORE THAN

JUST

·.

·· ICE CREAM
Freshly Homemade Soups
Sandw iches and Salads
Truly Homemade Pastries
Generous Sundaes

1141 Pine Street
574-0586
Sun .-Thu rs 10 : 30 Midn ight
.Fri.-Sat. 10:30-12:30 AM

Signature loans, Premium· financing, Insurance and
Financial planning. Professional liability coverage,
Planning and implementation of services . to set up initial
practice.
For the In Practice Physician:
Short and long tenn loans, Leasing, Accounting & Billing
Systems, Professional Office design, Investments, Tax
Planning, Retirement plans, Financial plannfng, and insurance, Professional llabillty·coverage.

/
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by Eli Saleeby
Squashcori ,
located
five
After years of frustration minutes for Jeff Hall, Scott
and abuse, squash players in Library, Orlowitz, Doc's, the
the Jefferson community are Barn or Barringer, is situated
organizing to heip · their on the thirteenth floor over
plight . Their problems stem looking Society Hill . It has
' from the fact that Jeff Hal I locker ' rooms, male and
houses only one court that is femals, a sauna, and even a
much to large for the proper hair dryer. There are fiveplaying of the game which regulation sized courts and a
should be played on a regu- bar for those who did not get
lation sized court to fully test relaxed enough on the court .
ones speed and reflexes as Racquets and squash balls
this game does so well .. As can be rented and lessons are
future physicians, nurses or available. Court costs range
medical technologists, we from two dollars to threewill be running on very tight fifty per person per half hour
schedules, often in high depending on whether it is
pressure situations . There prime time or off hours. For
wi 11 be a great need for those unsure,
squashcon
physical exercise and relaxa- offers a free half hour of
tion. Squash is . a sport that playing time to those who
can give you as much exer- have never played there
cise in one half to three before, so try it, it's free.
quarters of an hour -as would
In an effort to cut court
an hour and a half of tennis costs, the Jefferson Squash
or jogging five miles.
·club is being formed . Its first
To aid the be and would- meeting was Thursday,
be squash player in his pur- November 30tli (unforsuit of the perfect game, Jef- tunately too late to make the
ferson has made an arrange- deadline for this edition of
ment with Squashcon, a the Ariel). By believing in the
local squash club localed at mot to, . "strength in num210
West
Washington · bers," we hope to obtain disSquare, that Jeff students counted c9urt ·rates at ,
and faculty will be allowed Squashcon for our memberto join Squashcon for twenty ship, which is open to studollars, the regular student dents and faculty . If you
price being forty dollars. missed the meeting but are
~--•••••••••11!1•••••••••11ia..
·-·.:.:·:·:-:::::.:.· ·.:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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EVERY SATURDAY

'f'T&l'L'f~'f{ CJ\{'f':r'E

'F'ES'T'f'V&l'L .

Homemade Spaghetti orRavioli
with Meatballs, Sau,s age,Mushroom
orOil andGarlic
-Salad and Desert Plus l/4Litre of Wine

215/922-3427

December 6, 1978

interested in joining the Jefferson Squash Club, another
motto states, " the more the
merrier ." Drop off your
name, address, box number
and phone number in box
682 .
Th~ Squash Club hopes to
have several squash parties
during the year at Squashcon
with ' free courts, · beer on tap
and other social amenities .
Lessons will be available for 0
those interested.
,-:g
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by Joel Shaffer
The Jefferson Rugby Football Club completed its 1978 ·
fall season by defeating
Widner College 8-4. Overall
our record was 4-3-1 with
victories over Southside,
Rancocas, Villanova Law
School and a tie with St . Joe's
College.
Considering last
season's 0-7 record this year
was a great improvement and
next spring should prove to
be even more fun . This year's
team displayed an outstanding performance by three
freshmen, Bob McNamara,
John Wilson and Chris Pezzi.
This young talent coupled
with the hardened play of
veterans ·George Trachte,
Walt Prozialeck, Ken Si.Jnnergren and Gary Thwaits,
provided the impetus which
held the team together on·
the field . Only when these
players weren't on the field
did we lose. If the team can
get further support from Jefferson- students, this spring'steam could be even better .
This spring there will be for
the first time a divisional
championship among the 5
professional schools (Wharton Business, PCOM, Temple
Med,· Villanova law and Jefferson). We want to win that
championship, but we need
more players to do it . The
first match in the spring is on
March 24; there will be 2-3
weeks of practice prior to the
first match .
Some people have asked
me why I play rugby or even
why _they should play after
I've asked them to do so .
Having played for 5 years I
figure I ought to have an
answer, 5o here it is. I've
played almost ev.ery sport
available, generally at a
mediocre level . Essentially
each sport required a specific
physical talent . Either you
had to be big, strong, very
tall, damn quick or down
right fast if you wanted to
play organized · spo.rts . I'm
none of those things, but I
did have desire, desire to
compete and play the best
game I could . Unfortunately ,
best is often not · good
enough . That is when I dis-

continued on Page 10

The Jefferson Ultimate Frisbee Team, which finished the fall season with
a 3-3 record. L-r. Front row: Ray Mclaughlin, Ed Little, Kevin Mansmann, Scott Kennedy, Matt Lehman. Back Row: Dave Sack, Jim Springer, Steve Monte, Steve Levii:ie, Rex Antinozzi, Mike McCloskey, Dave
Mannino. Regulars missing from the picture are Rick Finegold, Don
Fisher, and Steve Hulkower. The team closed the season by losing to
Lehigh University, 13-6, and beating Haverford College 15-2 at Haverford on October 29, and then losing to Villanova on Nov. 5 at Villanova,
24-1.9.

by Eli Saleeby
Jefferson Alumni Hall was
completed ten years ago,
and although the floors on
the main and mezzanine
may look as good as the first
day the building opened,
other parts of · the building
have begun to show their age
as far as use and planning are
concerned . As this article is
appearing in the sports
section, you have by now
correctly guessed that reference is· being made to the
athletic facilities. Use of the
gym, utility court, wefght
room and pool have increased
tremendously
in
recent years .
In , the past, the only
qrganized sports using the
basketball court were eight
intramural basketball teams
and several volley . bal I
teams. Now there are about
twenty . basketball teams and
men's and women's volley
ball teams . In addition new
sports liave been added
which also occupy the gym,
indoor
hockey,
indoor
soccer, and the nurses' intercollegiate basketball team .
The pool is also being used
by an increasing number of
organized groups. Besides
intramural . swimming, there
are swim classes from beginner to . senior life saving.
Divers, scuba divers, aqua
ballarinas and even kayackers vie for time in the
pool. A new intramural sport
will be starting soon, inner
tube water polo . This is dependent on getting the inner
tubes. Firestone said they
had some they would sell us
some cheap . Intercollegiate
water polo is trying to make a
splash at Jeff . If you are
interested , contact Doug
Hiller , Ben Hopkins, or Dave
Tenn.

Fortunately the gym and
pool have withstood the test
of time , use and abuse and
are in farily good condition
except for a few basketbCUL- - ·
nets which are soon to be
replaced. The nets are at the
issue counter anu require a
janitors ladder or two jocks
and a strong pair of
shoulders . Unfortunately the
utility court and weig,ht room
have not faired as well.
The utility court was ill
fated from the beginning,
being too small for a racquet
ball court and too large for a
squash court. The p_urists are
justifiably upset . On top 9f
that, the recent increase in
popularity of racquet sports
has put an extra heavy load
on Jhe court causing many to
be -frustrated-by a busy signal
or a line at the escalator telephone when they try and call
for court time· at 10 o'clock.
To add insult to injury the
court has fallen into a state
of . "disrepair." The walls
need to be painted, the I ines
redone and the dust cleared
out of the corners .
This brings me to the
weakest · link of the sport
facility, the weight room .
The weight machine occupying th is room appears to be a
relic from the days of the Inquisition and an example of
primitively smelted
iron .
Friction abounds, chains fly
free and bench padding has
become a thing of the past.
But things are looking up,
in a few areas anyway. I
talked to Brenda Peterson
who oversees the athletic
'facilities here at Jefferson .
She said that a new weight
machine was definitely in the
works that in the mean time
the sit up board and bench
press bench will be reup-

Continued on Page 11

